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pure pigments ground so fine
that they deliver remarkably
vibrant, uniform and longlasting color. Because the
finishes don’t form a film on
top of the wood, the coatings
won’t crack, chip or peel.
Water-borne finishes also dry
faster, allowing additional
coats to be applied in one
day rather than waiting a day
or two between coats. When
properly applied, the coatings
offer superior UV protection
and lasting durability that
enables log home owners
to extend the time between
maintenance coats.
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By Sjoerd Bos, Managing Director at Sansin
Whether you currently own a log home or are
purchasing or building one, you no doubt appreciate the enduring beauty of wood and the log home
aesthetic. To protect your investment and ensure
your home stands the test of time, you will want to
protect it from dirt, moisture, UV exposure and other
handling damage. This means wood treatment and
finishing are critical decisions. Rather than choosing
a coating that creates a non-breathable, waxy film on
top of the wood, there are water-borne finish options
that deeply penetrate into the logs, allowing water
to evaporate and preventing moisture from getting
trapped and rotting the logs from within.
Sansin Finishes: Eco-friendly & Durable

For more than 30 years, the Sansin Corporation
has been exclusively dedicated to the development
of enviro-friendly, water-borne wood finish technologies that make wood beautiful, durable and
easy-to- maintain. Sansin’s wood coatings utilize a
unique water-borne alkyd formula that combines the
benefits of both oil- and water-based coatings but in
a formula with much lower VOC (volatile organic
compounds) levels.
Additionally, rather than using toxic dyes in the colorant system, Sansin utilizes nano technology to create

Sansin Products for Log Homes

Sansin recently launched an enhanced formula for
its flagship Classic 1-2-3 wood protection system,
which is specifically developed for logs and big
timbers. Because of its penetrating nature, Classic
1-2-3 can dive deeper into the wood and help
stabilize it while preventing cracking and checking
as the logs dry out. The system creates a natural,
low-luster finish in three formulas that will lighten,
not go dark, over time:
• Classic 1: A deep penetrating, tintable base
layer for natural wood tones and translucent
colors, which offer even color and long-lasting protection.
• Classic 2: A penetrating, tintable formula that
may be used as a second coat for natural wood
tones and translucent colors or as the first coat
for saturated and ultra-saturated colors. This coat
offers enhanced weather and UV protection.
• Classic 3: A tintable formula that defines the
wood grain and provides enhanced color, tone
and UV protection with a beautiful low-luster
finish. It is the final coat in the Sansin Classic system – and can be used as the maintenance coat.

ADD-2 Mildewcide
Prevent mold and mildew in moisture-prone
areas with Rust-Oleum® Zinsser® ADD-2™
PREVENT MILDEW Mildewcide Additive.
Simply mix this easy-to-blend formula into
paint, stain or wallpaper adhesive to infuse
that coating with long-term mold/mildew
protection. 10 gram packet mixes with one
gallon of paint/stain. Do Not Use For Any
Application Involving Direct or Indirect Food or Drinking Water
Contact. Made in the USA.

•
•
Sansin SDF is the company’s most versatile exterior finish and, in addition to log home restoration projects, works well on decks, docks, siding
and fences. SDF’s specially-formulated oils and resins penetrate into the
wood, creating a monolithic bond for outstanding weather and UV protection that won’t crack, peel or blister. SDF can be used on horizontal
and vertical wood surfaces and is available in a wide range of natural,
semi-transparent and even solid colors. Because SDF is designed to be
highly water-repellent, it’s a natural choice for log homes in moisturerich environments.
SDF Topcoat offers additional durability and superior
water repellency using a semi-film forming finish.
SDF Topcoat is great for surfaces where water splashback causes discoloration due to moisture intrusion or
frequent wetting.
When it comes to protecting wood during construction, Sansin Foundation, a nearly invisible penetrating
base coat, is simply the best way to protect logs from
damage during construction. Just give the wood a light
cleaning, and then you can also use it as a base coat
for Classic or SDF, creating those lighter, more natural
tones but with built-in UV protection. Foundation
penetrates into the wood, creating dimensional stability while reducing
checks and wood movement. It is available in three tones that complement the wood species of fir, cedar and lightwood.
Look no further than Sansin
Timber-Tec for your in-yard protection. Timber-Tec is an industrial grade product that protects
from UV degradation, blue stain
and repels water (helping wood
dry), and it also mitigates wood
discoloration during the construction process. Timber-Tec can be
applied to green or seasoned logs,
improving dimensional stability and allowing wood to adjust
gradually to moisture levels in the
environment. It comes in in two
formula options. M-30 provides
the natural light color of fresh
pine while C-20 is a clear concentrate that provides a light honey color to the wood after it dries.
To learn more, go to www.sansin.com.

•
•

Proven, long-term mould and mildew protection
Blends easily into all interior or exterior, latex or oil-based paints,
stains and wallpaper adhesives
EPA registered fungicide to prevent mold & mildew on coating film
Will not affect color or performance of paints, stains or wallpaper
adhesives

10 Gram Packet H164-Z160515 $3.99

Order Online

Something to Blush About
By John Schroeder
During the cooler shoulder seasons of spring and early fall, and even
throughout the summer, we occasionally get concern. Water-based
finishes can be sensitive to cool, wet weather. If dew or rain get onto a
finish before it has fully dried or cured, there can be a startling effect
called blushing. Blushing is a white appearance in the finish that happens when water reacts with an uncured finish. It will disappear and
turn clear again when the finish dries and cures, but that could take
a few warm, dry days. In some extreme situations it has taken several
weeks for the blushing to clear up, or if it’s in the late fall it might take
all winter when things warm up to cure in the spring.
Although clearing of the whiteness can be sped up through the use of
a hair-dryer, it’s generally better to do nothing and let it cure out on
its own. Blushing typically doesn’t affect the performance of the finish,
but is merely a temporary cosmetic headache. Once the finish has
cured and cleared, the blushing should not return.

Tool Talk: Splitting Axes
If you are planning on spending a day hiking or camping, and
need to haul your tools around with you, a splitting AXE is your
best friend. The shorter handle and smaller head make it a much
more packable tool, while still giving you a thick wedge and a
heavy enough head to split most campfire wood. These features
make the splitting axe ideal for wood processing on-the-go.
Hults Bruk Sarek Splitting Axe
TT089-H840740 $164.00

Sarek Splitting Axe
There is satisfaction in processing your own firewood on a brisk
autumn day. The smell of the wood, the physical exercise, and
the activity outdoors make a fulfilling experience prepping fuel
for your fire.
The process of splitting wood is essentially redirecting force. You
convert the incredible downward inertia of the heavy steel head and
translate that into the horizontal movement of the cloven pieces
of wood. The heaver the head and the faster the swing, the more
energy you have to work with. The shape of the head determines
how much of that energy changes direction.
When it comes to processing firewood by hand, a splitting
maul is the workhorse of the block. A thick heavy wedge on
a long handle provides for plenty of leverage and heft. Such
a tool can divide a large ash log like slicing butter. Although
these mauls are excellent for splitting large pieces, they are also
laborious to lug around.

See More Online

		
Gransfors Bruks Splitting Axe Small
		T074-480441 $179.00
		
Gransfors Bruks Splitting Axe Large
		T074-480442 $199.00
See More Online

		
		

Gransfors Bruks Splitting Maul
T195-450 $213.00
See More Online

		

		

Gransfors Bruks Splitting Wedge
T195-460 $107.00
See More Online
Warning: Do not use an ordinary axe as a wedge or sledgehammer. It is
not made to withstand the force and may therefore become deformed.
Remember that there is always a risk in striking steel against steel. A
fragment of steel could fly off and damage your eye, for example. It is
therefore advisable to wear safety goggles and protective clothing.

October Sale
Delivers performance that’s hard
to see. Conceal’s colors blend in
with the most popular stains used
on log homes, and Conceal’s light
texture simulates the natural roughness of wood. The combination of
color and texture makes it hard to see where the caulking ends and
the logs begin. Although the caulking is hard to see, Conceal delivers
performance. It has superior elongation, memory, and adhesion. Is
resistant to rainfall in 1-4 hours and excellent for filling and concealing checks. Conceal has a limited lifetime warranty. Application Temp:
50-90° F. Cleanup: Soap & water. Shelf Life: 3 years. Made in the USA.

Manus-Bond 75-AM Caulking

A polyurethane caulking that has excellent adhesion to wood,
especially on wood treated with paraffinic oil stains such as
Sikkens. It is paintable, sandable, and cures fast, even in low
temperatures. Extremely low odor. Excellent for using in tight,
enclosed spaces and more pest resistant than latex caulks. If
it rains shortly after application, it will not wash down the
sides of your walls like acrylic based caulking. Instead, the rain
will actually help it to set up. Application Temp: Surface must
be above 40° F and frost free. Note: If applying after staining,
remember to cover Manus-Bond with stain after caulking has cured;
this will provide UV protection and extend its longevity. Cleanup:
Mineral spirits. Shelf Life: 1 year. Made in the USA.
Cedar
10.3 oz. Tubes (12 tubes per case)
Tube $5.73

10.5 oz. Tubes (12 tubes per case)
Tube $7.73

Case $92.77

Case $68.74

10% Off Through October!
Order Online

10% Off Through October!
Order Online

See More Caulking Online!

Interior wood Finishes
SALE!

An extremely effective,
attractive, semi-transparent
stain that is followed by a
weather-repellent topcoat,
Cascade. Capture and Cascade work together. Both are freeze-thaw
stable in their containers through at least 5 freeze-thaw cycles.
Modest sheen gives “depth” to the appearance of logs (when used in
conjunction with Symphony as topcoat). It is highly elastic and its
flexibility permits the bridging of small cracks in the surface of the
wood and provides an elastic shield for the underlying wood. Application Temp: 40-90° F. Coverage: 150-300 sq. ft. per gal., depending
on surface roughness. Cleanup: Soap and water. Made in the USA.
Pricing 1 gal. $67.99 $61.19 5 gal. $289.99 $260.99

See More Online

IWF Series Interior Wood Finishes
Available in two deep-penetrating formulas: Polyurethane (IWF-P) & Alkyd (IWF-A) based resin
wood finishes. For those looking for the basic oiled
look. Application Temp: 50-80° F. Coverage: Approx.
200-400 sq. ft. per gal. Cleanup: Mineral spirits.
Do Not Freeze. Made in the USA.
Prohibited in: AZ (Maricopa County) CA, CT, DC, DE, IL, IN, MA,
MD, ME, NJ, NH, NY, OH, PA, RI, VA, VT.

Color

1 gal.

5 gal.

Clear

$58.75

$280.00

Honey

$61.25

$290.00

See More Online

Outlast Inside Satin
A premier interior treatment designed with log
home wall and trim surfaces in mind. Available in clear, light, and medium, it is “tough as
nails”, but allows interior log moisture vapor
to escape without clouding the finish. Outlast Inside Lo-Glos provides all the benefits
of Outlast Inside Satin in a low gloss sheen.
Use over Inside Satin when a glossier look is desired. Excellent for
kitchen cabinets, trim work, doors and more. Not Suggested for
Floors. Application Temp: Above 40° F. Coverage: 400 sq. ft. per gal
on smooth wood. Cleanup: Soap and water. Do Not Freeze.
Outlast Inside Satin and Inside Lo-Glos are “stand alone” products.
They are ideally suited for new construction, although it can be
applied as a top coat over oil stains after at least 7 days of dry time.
Subtle highlighting effects can
Color
1 gal.
5 gal.
also be achieved using a base
coat of Outlast Inside Satin
Clear Satin
$70.00 $283.50
light or medium, followed by
Clear Lo-Glos $78.00 $357.00
a top-coat of Outlast Inside
Light Tone Satin
NA
$283.50
Satin Clear or Inside Lo-Glos.
Med. Tone Satin
NA
$283.50
Made in the USA.
Order Online

Colorfast
Designed to even out
wood porosity,
creating a smoother
surface for stain application
and preventing overabsorption and a too-dark color. Apply on bare
wood on the interior and under Sashco’s Capture or Symphony® interior clear coat to avoid yellowing around wall décor. Coverage: Approx.
150-300 sq. ft. per gal. Cleanup: Soap and water. Made in the USA.
1 gal. $59.99 5 gal. $249.99

See More Online

PolySeal Walls, Woodwork, & Floors
An excellent water-based transparent varnish for all
interior bare wood surfaces. With a combination of
hard wearing polyurethane and acrylic resins and a
higher level of solids, it cures harder and tougher,
requiring fewer coats to achieve an elegant appearance. Its thicker body makes it easier to apply and its
very low odor and fumes makes it much more pleasant to work with.
Application Temp: 65-80° F. Coverage: 250-400 sq. ft. per gal. Cleanup:
Soap and water. Made in the USA.
PolySeal

1 gal.

5 gal.

All Colors

$73.77

$352.00

See More Online

Perma-Chink Lifeline Interior
Enhances the natural beauty and grain of your interior log walls and ceilings. Provides a breathable yet
tough film finish that is easily washed, cleaned, and
dusted. Reduces absorption of normal household
odors into the wood. Non-flammable and virtually
odorless. Lifeline Interior will not yellow and lets
the natural look and beauty of wood show through.
Application Temperature: 40-90°F. Coverage: 350-800 sq. ft. per gal.
Cleanup: Soap and water. Made in the USA.
1 gal.

5 gal.

$55.39

$242.18

See More Online

Perma-Chink Lifeline Sure shine
A premium polyurethane finish that is specifically
designed for finishing and protecting wood floors,
cabinets, walls, and other wood surfaces where a
clear, durable, scuff-resistant finish is desired. Its
waterborne formulation is non-flammable, has little
odor and resists yellowing. Once cured, Sure Shine is
more durable than most water or solvent-based clear finishes. With
its fast drying water based formula, multiple coats can be applied in
a single day. Application Temp: 40-90˚F. Coverage: 600-900 sq. ft.
per gallon. Cleanup: Soap and water. Made in the USA.
1 gal.

5 gal.

$103.46

$406.51

See More Online

Interior wood Finishes
Sansin Purity Floor
With 2-3 coats it amplifies the natural tones and
character of your wood floors. Durable, chemical- and scratch-resistant, it protects wood surfaces,
including softwoods like pine. It levels extremely
well, builds protection quickly and dries to a
perfectly even, glass-like finish. Application Temp:
50-75° F. Coverage: 400-500 sq. ft. per gallon. Cleanup: Soap and
water. Do Not Freeze. Made in Canada.
Purity Floor

1 gal.

5 gal.

Clear Gloss or Satin

$115.79

$532.61

See More Online

Avoid Frozen Product by Ordering Interior
Finishes Before Cold Weather Hits!
Sansin Purity Interior
A low VOC, low odor, water-borne wood finish
that enhances the wood’s natural character.
• Clear minimizes the yellowing of the wood like
pine, while maintaining a slight tan finish.
• Glacier remains completely clear in color and
transparency and will not yellow over time.
Do not use Glacier over products like Sansin Classic or SDF.
Application Temp: 50-75° F. Coverage: 300-500 sq. ft. per gallon
per application depending upon type of surface. Cleanup: Soap
and water. Do Not Freeze. Made in Canada.
Sansin Purity Interior

1 gal.

5 gal.

Clear - Gloss & Satin

$96.19

$442.49

Glacier - Gloss, Low
Luster, & Satin

$73.15

$336.51

See More Online

Sansin Resolution I & II
Sansin has developed a two-part wood finishing system that is tougher, more beautiful and
longer-lasting than varnish. Designed for furniture, doors and other marine and land-based
applications where UV resistance and moisture
protection are a must, the Resolution system delivers brilliant clarity
combined with chemical, scratch and water resistance. And, you
can count on Resolution coming in a low-VOC, easy to apply gloss
or satin finish. Available in several natural wood tones, and in clear
for interior wood. For teak, choose Resolution I Teak Yellow or Teak
Red for first coat exterior applications. DO NOT mix Resolution I
and Resolution II with each other or with any other formulas.
Resolution I is the primer step in the Resolution I-II finishing
system. As the primer step in the Resolution finishing system,
Resolution I may also be used as standalone protection for wood
interiors. Resolution I is a high solids finish that penetrates and fills
wood grain with deep UV and moisture protection.

Resolution II is the second step
in the Resolution I-II finishing
system. Resolution II is a crystalclear low-VOC finish available in
gloss or satin formulas.
Application Temp: 50-75° F.
Coverage: Resolution I: 150-200 Resolution II: 75-100 sq. ft. per
litre. Cleanup: Resolution I: Mineral Spirits Resolution II: Soap &

Water Do Not Freeze. Made in Canada.
Quart (.95 liter)

2.5 Litre (.66 gal)

$61.58

$120.49

See More Online

Symphony
Interior Clear Wood Finish
The wood of a finely-crafted cello creates a distinguished resonance, just as Symphony® works in
harmony with the unique character of your logs
and wood to reflect an atmosphere of cozy warmth
and elegance. Symphony’s elastic yet scuff-resistant formula means
hassle-free cleaning. Designed for the interior wood of your log
home. Use on cabinets, paneling, wood trim, and over many
stains to add depth and richness to the color. Symphony is a clear,
fast-drying, non-yellowing, water-based polyurethane. Not recommended for floors. Satin or Gloss. Application Temp: 50-90° F.
Coverage: 200-500 sq. ft. per gallon. Cleanup: Soap & water - paint
thinner for dried material. Shelf Life: 3 years. Made in the USA.
1 gal.

5 gal.

$64.99 $58.49

$309.99 $278.99

See More Online

UV Guard is an exterior and interior, acrylic,
waterbased, semi-transparent, wood finish that contains advanced UV absorbers and stabilizers. Three
Coat Application: two coats of pigmented finish
followed by a top coat of clear is recommended.
Application Temp: 40-90° F. Coverage: 150-500 sq. ft.
per gal. Cleanup: Soap and water. Dried brushes will require cleaning
with lacquer thinner. Do Not Freeze. Made in the USA.
Special Order - Nonreturnable.
Available in 1-gal cases (4 per case) & 5-gallon pails only.
1 gal. Case

5 gal.

$212.42

$253.56

See More Online

To Order - Call 1-800-359-6614
Notice: Finishes shipped to: CA, CO, CT, DC, ME, MN, OR, RI, & VT
will include an additional $0.75 per 1-gal and $1.60 per 5-gal
pail sold in order to comply with PaintCare State Law Legislation. (Minnesota & Vermont are now $0.99 per 1-gal and $1.99
per 5-gal pail). To find out more go to www.paintcare.org

TRead Spread

CALENDAR:
Labor Day
Daylight Savings
Thanksgiving
Christmas

Sept. 7th
Nov. 1st
Nov. 26th-27th
Dec. 24th-25th

Office Closed
Set Clocks Back
Office Closed
Office Closed

To Place An Order:
Call Toll Free: 1-800-359-6614 or order online:
www.loghelp.com Fax Toll Free: 1-800-755-3249

Schroeder Log Home Supply, Inc.
1101 SE 7th Ave Grand Rapids, MN 55744

Business Hours:

Prevent Slip and Fall Accidents with Tread Spread.
Bonds tenaciously to concrete,
wood, metal, fiberglass, and
most rigid surfaces. Use on
wet, dry, and underwater surfaces. High-traction and easy
to apply. Much more durable
and longer lasting than tapes.
Exceeds OSHA and ADA recommendations for slip resistance in both wet and dry conditions.
Applications: Pools, decks, locker rooms, boats, steps, ramps,
and other surfaces where slip resistance is needed.
Colors: Safety Yellow and Slate Gray
Coverage: 12 square feet x 1/8" thick per gallon
Hardening Time: 1 hour approx.
2 Pint Kit PR011-TREAD SPREAD-2PT $40.67
2 Gallon Kit PR011-TREAD SPREAD-1GAL $166.50

Order Online

Follow these easy instructions for a long-lasting application:

May - Oct: Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Saturdays by appointment).
Nov - April: Weekdays 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. CST (Closed Saturdays).

If traveling long distances - Please Call Ahead

Restoration Special
We are often asked how to restore
rotten logs. We suggest The Log
Home Maintenance Guide. It reveals
tips and tricks for using wood epoxies
for log home restoration. To help you
get started with your restoration project, we offer a 15% Discount off
The Log Home Maintenance Guide
when you buy any wood epoxy products like LiquidWood, WoodEpox, or the Wood Restoration
Kit and this book. If you call in your order, just ask for the
“Restoration Special”. If you order online, your discount
will be applied after we receive your order. Offer good for
one book per order.

Receive the Log Core in
Your In-box

LifeTime is Already On Sale!
Enjoy An Additional 10% Off through October!
Order Online

See More Sale Items Online!

10 Packs Now Available!

Just sign up at logcore.com and you’ll receive an email notification when each new issue is online. Your information will not be
sold and you can unsubscribe at any time. (An unsubscribe link is
posted at the bottom of every notification.)

See sale items at www.loghelp.com
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